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Abstract – We present a contactless solution for detecting sleep apnea events on smartphones. To achieve this, we introduce a novel system that monitors the minute chest and abdomen movements caused by breathing on smartphones. Our system works with the phone away from the subject and can simultaneously identify and track the fine-grained breathing movements from multiple subjects. We do this by transforming the phone into an active sonar system that emits frequency-modulated sound signals and listens to their reflections; our design monitors the minute changes to these reflections to extract the chest movements. Results from a home bedroom environment show that our design operates efficiently at distances of up to a meter and works even with the subject under a blanket.

Building on the above system, we develop algorithms that identify various sleep apnea events including obstructive apnea, central apnea, and hypopnea from the sonar reflections. We deploy our system at the UW Medicine Sleep Center at Harborview and perform a clinical study with 37 patients for a total of 296 hours. Our study demonstrates that the number of respiratory events identified by our system is highly correlated with the ground truth and has a correlation coefficient of 0.9957, 0.9860, and 0.9533 for central apnea, obstructive apnea, and hypopnea respectively. Furthermore, the average error in computing of rate of apnea and hypopnea events is as low as 1.9 events/hr.
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1. Introduction

Sleep apnea is a common medical disorder that occurs when breathing is disrupted during sleep. It is estimated to affect more than 18 million American adults \(^\text{[9, 41]}\) and is linked to attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, high blood pressure, diabetes, heart attack, stroke, and increased motor vehicle accidents \(^\text{[6, 39]}\). Diagnosing sleep apnea in the clinic requires the polysomnography test which is an expensive, time-consuming and labor-intensive process. It requires a trained technician to attach and monitor various sensors on the patient for the sleep duration and is typically associated with long waiting lists \(^\text{[21]}\). While portable recording systems are being developed for use in home settings, they require instrumenting either the patient \(^\text{[25, 20, 20]}\) or the bed \(^\text{[20]}\) with various sensors and most still require a trained technician to setup the recording system \(^\text{[30]}\).

In this paper we ask the following question: Can we leverage smartphones to detect sleep apnea events without the need for sensor instrumentation? The key challenge is that detecting sleep apnea events requires tracking the fine-grained abdomen and chest movements due to breathing \(^\text{[18]}\). While the iPhone Respiratory app \(^\text{[4]}\) can track the breathing movements, it requires placing the phone on the body between the ribcage and the stomach and hence is intrusive. Vision-based solutions \(^\text{[23]}\) can track these movements without instrumenting users, but are limited to line-of-sight and good lighting conditions and hence are not applicable to the sleep environment, i.e., in the dark or under a blanket.

We introduce a novel contactless system that tracks the chest and abdomen movements on smartphones and works in the sleep environment. It operates with the phone away from the user and can concurrently track the breathing movements from multiple users. Using this design, we build ApneaApp, a smartphone-based solution for detecting sleep-related respiratory events reported in a clinical polysomnography test including hypopnea (when the subject’s...
breathing becomes shallow), obstructive apnea (a complete or partial blockage of the subject’s airway) and central apnea (when the subject holds his or her breath).

Our key insight is to transform the phone into an active sonar system. At a high level, we transmit 18–20 kHz sound waves from the phone speaker and listen to their reflections at the microphone. The chest and abdomen motion due to breathing creates changes to the reflected sound waves. These changes, however, are minute and extracting them reliably from other environmental reflections is challenging. To overcome this, we employ FMCW (frequency modulated continuous wave) transmissions that allow us to separate reflections arriving at different times by mapping time differences to shifts in the carrier frequency. Specifically, the reflections from the human body arrive at a specific time depending on the distance from the phone speaker. Thus, focusing on the corresponding frequency allows us to reliably extract the amplitude changes due to breathing, in the presence of all other environmental reflections. Further, since reflections from multiple subjects would arrive at different times, the corresponding frequencies provide us with the ability to simultaneously track multiple breathing signals. Finally, non-breathing body motion creates reflection patterns distinct from breathing, enabling us to distinguish between them.

We implement our design on off-the-shelf smartphones and run benchmark experiments with five healthy participants in a bedroom environment using the Vernier respiratory belt as a baseline. Our results show the following:

- Our system estimates the coarse-grained breathing frequency to within 99.2% of the baseline at distances of up to a meter from the subject. This translated to an error of less than 0.11 breaths/min. These accuracies remain this high even when the subjects use blankets.
- The above accuracies remain unaffected by audible noise in the environment from vehicles on a nearby street as well as human conversations. This is because, we use a high-pass filter to filter out audible signals below 18 kHz.
- It can separate and concurrently track the breathing movements of two subjects on the bed separated by 20 cm.

Building on the above system, we design algorithms to compute the number of central, obstructive and hypopnea events as well as the apnea-hypopnea index which is the average rate of apnea and hypopnea events during the sleep duration. We achieve this by processing both the fine- and coarse-grained changes due to the chest and abdomen movements as well as non-breathing body motion.

We deploy ApneaApp at the UW Medicine Sleep Center at Harborview and perform a clinical study with 37 patients for a total of 296 hours. The patients in our study were ordered by their physicians to undergo the polysomnography (PSG) test. Our study was done concurrently with the PSG test and we consider the sensor data and diagnosis from the latter as the ground truth for evaluating our system. Our study shows the following:

- Across patients, the number of central apnea, hypopnea and obstructive apnea events detected by our system is highly correlated with the ground truth. Specifically, the intra-class correlation coefficient between PSG and ApneaApp, is 0.9957, 0.9533 and 0.9860 for central apnea, hypopnea and obstructive apnea respectively.

1 Detecting sleep apnea events requires tracking the fine-grained abdomen and chest motion variations in addition to the coarse-grained breathing frequency. We evaluate ApneaApp’s ability to track these variations in our clinical study.

**Figure 2**—Snapshot of a Clinical PSG Report. It summarizes the number of obstructive, central and hypopnea events along with the apneas-hypopneas index (AHI). An AHI value between 0–5 is classified as no-apnea, values between 5–15 are classified as mild-apnea, AHI values between 15–30 are classified as moderate-apnea, and higher AHIs are severe apnea conditions.

- The average error in computing the rate of apnea and hypopnea events is 1.9 events/hr; this is a clinically acceptable value.
- Our system accurately classifies 32 out of 37 patients between four sleep apnea levels (no apnea, mild, moderate, and severe apnea). The five misclassifications occur between no-apnea and mild-apnea; four of them happen right at the boundary between the two levels with an error less than 1 event/hr. These boundary cases are handled separately by physicians depending on the patient preferences, symptoms, and insurance; thus, effectively reducing the number of misclassifications to one.
- We ran an audibility test with 87 sleep apnea patients (ages between 23 and 93 with a mean age of 50) and 57 healthy undergraduate students at UW CSE. None of the 87 sleep apnea patients reported any audible sounds from ApneaApp. Only two of the 57 undergraduates reported hearing audible sounds. This demonstrates that ApneaApp is inaudible for most of the adult population.

**Contributions:** We make four key contributions: (1) We introduce a novel contactless technique for tracking chest and abdomen movements due to breathing on smartphones. We achieve this by analyzing the reflections from FMCW sonar transmissions. (2) We design algorithms to detect central apnea, obstructive apnea, and hypopnea as well as estimate the apnea-hypopnea index from the sonar reflections. (3) We implement our design on off-the-shelf smartphones and demonstrate the ability to concurrently track breathing movements from multiple subjects. (4) We perform a clinical study with 37 patients demonstrating the feasibility of using our system to accurately compute the number of central, obstructive, and hypopnea events as well as the apnea-hypopnea index.

**2. POLYSOMNOGRAPHY OVERVIEW**

The clinical polysomnography test (PSG) is traditionally used to diagnose sleep apnea and other sleep disorders. It is conducted overnight in a sleep laboratory where a trained technician monitors the patient’s sleeping patterns. To do this, the technician attaches the patient with a number of sensors including a chest and abdomen belt to measure breathing movements, a nasal pressure transducer, a snore microphone, a pulse oximeter to measure oxygen saturation, a movement sensor on each leg to detect movements and five EEG sensors to measure brain activity. The sensors are all connected using wires and the technician monitors the live data stream from the sensors, throughout the sleep duration.

Fig. 4 shows a snapshot of a PSG report. The key metric used for sleep apnea diagnosis is the AHI — the Apnea-Hypopnea Index — that represents the rate at which apnea and hypopnea events occur during the sleep period. Physicians classify the sleep apnea level using these AHI values. Specifically, AHI values between 0–5 are classified as no-apnea, those between 5–15 are classified as mild-
and higher AHI are severe apnea. Apnea, AHI values between 15–30 are classified as moderate-apnea, but air does not reach the lungs due to blockage. When the subject makes an increased effort to pull air into the lungs, however air does not reach the lungs because of blockage. Fig. 3(c) shows the signals where the breathing effort can be seen in the chest band signals and the air flow is flat in the nasal pressure sensor.

We note the following three points about PSG:

- The current procedure for sensor data collection and processing is both labor and time intensive. Specifically, it takes about an hour for the technician to fit each patient with these sensors. Throughout a sleep duration of eight hours, the technician monitors the sensors and ensures that they remain properly attached to the patient’s body. The sensor data is then processed manually to tag every epoch with the sleep apnea events.
- While portable sleep apnea testing is performed in the home, it still require setting up the patient with chest and abdomen belts, nasal pressure sensors, transducer and thermistors, EKG and pulse oximetry. Home testing has a high failure rate of up to 33% due to the loss of signal resulting from detachment of wires and cables [33].
- A PSG test is also used to diagnosis other sleep-related conditions including upper airway resistance syndrome which involve respiratory effort related arousals (RERA) that are shown in Fig. 2 RERAs are sleep arousals that do not meet the above definitions of apneas and hypopneas. While these are respiratory-related and could be detected using our sonar-based system, exploring them in detail is not in the scope of this paper.

3. ApneaApp

ApneaApp is a contactless system that enables detection of sleep apnea events using smartphones. To understand how ApneaApp operates, we first describe how we transform the phone into an active sonar system that tracks the chest and abdomen movements due to breathing. We then describe our algorithms to detect sleep apnea events from these movements.

3.1 Transforming the Phone into an Active Sonar

An FMCW waveform is a chirp signal, as shown in Fig. 4, where the transmitted frequency increases linearly with time between 18 kHz and 20 kHz. These signals reflect off the reflector (e.g., human body) and arrive at the microphone after a time delay. To determine this delay, at a high level, an FMCW receiver com-

![Diagram of sleep apnea events]

**Figure 3**—American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) Signal Characterization of the Apnea Events. The figures show the chest motion and nasal pressure signals for the three apneas. A central apnea event occurs when the subject holds her breath for a non-negligible duration. A hypopnea event occurs when the subject’s chest motion drops by more than 30% with an accompanying 3–4% oxygen desaturation. Finally, an obstructive apnea event occurs when the subject makes an increased effort to pull air into the lungs but air does not reach the lungs due to blockage.

Apnea, AHI values between 15–30 are classified as moderate-apnea, and higher AHI s are severe apnea.

The apnea-hypopnea index is computed as follows:

\[
AHI = \frac{\# central \text{ apnea} + \# hypopnea + \# obstructive \text{ apnea}}{\text{total sleep time}}
\]

In the above equation, central apnea, hypopnea, and obstructive apnea denote the various apnea conditions that are tracked during the study. Mixed apneas are another class of apneas that are sometimes included in the above equation. However, none of our PSG reports showed non-zero mixed apneas and so we ignore them in our computation.

To compute the above parameters, the eight-hour sensor data is split into 30-second intervals called epochs. The scoring process of analyzing these epochs involves two main steps. The first step is staging, which identifies whether the patient is awake or asleep in each epoch. This is achieved by examining the brain activity obtained from the five EEG sensors. At the end of this step, each epoch is marked as being in either a wake or sleep stage. The second step involves identifying the number of central apnea, hypopnea, and obstructive apnea events, using the AASM guidelines [13] outlined below.
Given the speed of sound, a 48 kHz sampling rate translates to a resolution of 0.71 cm per sample. Further, a 10.7 ms chirp duration corresponds to 512 samples. With 18–20 kHz FMCW chirps, each sample corresponds to a 3.9 Hz frequency shift. Thus, a displacement of 0.71 cm translates to a 3.9 Hz change in the frequency domain. Consequently, a 2 cm breathing movement creates a 11.7 Hz frequency shift.

The act of breathing creates minute chest and abdomen motion that can be captured by monitoring the corresponding bin in the Fourier transform as a function of time. The challenge however is that breathing movements are minute and create a very small frequency shift. Specifically, a 2 cm breathing displacement creates a 11.7 Hz shift.

When we have multiple reflectors that are at different distances from the receiver, their reflections translate to different frequency shifts in the signal. An FMCW receiver can extract all these frequency shifts by performing an Fourier transform over a chirp duration as shown in Fig. 4. The chirp duration, $T_{\text{sweep}}$, in practice is picked so that the reflections from all points within the desired operational distance would start arriving before the chirp ends. Since our operational distance is a meter we pick a chirp duration of 10.75 ms in our implementation.

To address this problem, as shown in Fig. 5, the ApneaApp receiver performs a Fourier transform over $N$ FMCW chirps. This is in contrast to a traditional FMCW receiver that computes a Fourier transform over the duration of a single FMCW chirp. Such an operation, decreases the width of each FFT bin by a factor of $N$. In our implementation we reduce the computation by searching in every alternate FFT bin. To search for these breathing movements in each FFT bin, we perform another FFT over a 30s duration and search for peaks in the typical breathing frequencies of 0.2-0.3 Hz.

To summarize, the phone transmits FMCW signals in the 18-20 kHz range with a chirp duration of 10.7 ms from its speaker. The microphones receive the reflected signals and process them to track the breathing movements. Specifically, we first find the distance to the human by searching for a periodic breathing signal starting from the closed distance value to the maximum range of one meter. Once we find this distance, we track the breathing movements by performing in a shorter FFT over ten chirp durations and monitor the reflected signals corresponding to the estimated distance value. Note that the above procedure is repeated every time the user moves their position, which we identify using the algorithm in §3.2.2. This prevents the need for manually calibrating the distance between the user and the phone.

We note the following points about our algorithm.

**Computational Complexity.** Our algorithm requires one 5120-point FFT and between one to twenty nine 24000-point FFTs to successfully extract the breathing motion. We stop our search at the first FFT bin that has the breathing movements.

**Tracking breathing from multiple subjects.** Reflections corresponding to subjects at different distances arrive with different time delays. Thus they create different frequency shifts with the FMCW signal. Therefore, to track breathing from two subjects, we modify the above algorithm to continue its search until it finds two FFT bins with the breathing motion.

**Leveraging angle-of-arrival algorithms.** One could track breathing movements from equidistant subjects who are at different angles, by using multiple microphones and implementing angle-of-arrival...
algorithms. Evaluating this, however, is not in the scope of this paper.

FMCW versus pulse-modulated transmissions. Pulse-modulated transmissions use high-amplitude short pulses and are an alternative to continue-wave FMCW signals. In our experiment, however, they created low frequency components in the 0-18 kHz range that made them noticeably audible. FMCW transmissions, on the other hand, have lower-amplitudes and are limited to 18-20 kHz, making them inaudible for most of the adult population.

3.2 Sleep Apnea Detection Algorithm

As described in §2, diagnosing sleep apnea requires estimating the Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI) which is the average rate of apnea events during the sleep duration. This requires computing the number of central, obstructive, and hypopneas as well the total sleep time. In this section, we first describe our algorithms to compute the number of apneas and then the total sleep time.

3.2.1 Estimating the Number of Apneas

ApneaApp detects a hypopnea event when the chest motion reduces below a threshold (30%\(^4\)). A central apnea event is detected when the subject holds her breath and as a result the amplitude of the chest motion signal reduces to zero. Thus, ApneaApp identifies hypopnea when the amplitude of the breathing motion decreases below the threshold but the periodicity that is expected in a breathing signal still exists. To identify central apnea, we couple an amplitude reduction in the chest motion signal with an absence of the breathing periodicity.

An obstructive apnea event, on the other hand, occurs when there is an obstruction in the airflow, i.e., the subject makes a breathing effort but the airflow is obstructed by a tissue overgrowth in the neck. In a clinical PSG study, obstructive apnea is detected using the nasal pressure sensor that directly measures the airflow; this, however, is not available in our system. We instead perform an analysis of the chest motion data that reveals that the subject usually tends to increase her breathing effort in these scenarios. This results in a clear spike in the amplitude of the chest motion, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

Thus, measuring the amplitude and periodicity in the chest motion signal is critical to detecting obstructive, central and hypopneas. Note that as shown in Fig. 3 the chest motion signal can be approximated as a periodic sinusoidal wave. Hence the magnitude of the peaks of these sinusoidal waves represents the amplitude and their peak locations determine their periodicity. Thus, we design a peak detection algorithm to compute the amplitude and periodicity of the chest motion signal.

ApneaApp’s peak detection algorithm. Standard peak detection algorithms identify the transition point at which the signal changes from an increasing to a decreasing trend. In other words, for every set of three points, if the middle point is the maximum, then it is labeled as a peak. Such an algorithm, however, would result in a number of erroneous peaks with our chest motion signal. As an example, Fig. 4 plots a typical chest motion signal. Running the standard peak detection algorithm on this signal results in a number of unintended peaks as shown in the figure. To reduce the number of such peaks, we introduce two key heuristics.

\(^4\)AASM and Medicare guidelines require the 30% reduction to be accompanied with a 3% and 4% oxygen saturation respectively. However, recent clinical research has shown that the 30% reduction alone can be used for detecting hypopneas.
3.2.2 Estimating the total sleep time

In a polysomnography test, the EEG sensors are used to measure the brain activity to determine whether the subject is asleep or awake; this is then used to measure the total sleep time of a subject. Recent work [30] has shown that one can use body movements to compute the total sleep time and the resulting accuracies are acceptable for the purposes of estimating the apnea-hypopnea index. Thus, ApneaApp measures the total sleep time by identifying the non-breathing body movements and subtracting their duration from the total experiment time.

To identify these movements, we leverage that when the subject’s body moves, the sonar reflections experience large variations that do not have the periodicity of the breathing motion. By identifying these aperiodic signals that are shown in Fig. 4, ApneaApp detects body movements. Specifically, we run our peak detection algorithm after disabling the minimum distance heuristic. We then check if the resulting peaks are aperiodic. To do this, we perform a second order derivative (difference of the difference) over the peak locations. For periodic breathing motion, this derivative is close to zero but is higher for aperiodic signals. We use a threshold of five to detect such aperiodic signals and compute the corresponding body motion durations.

Now, we compute the total sleep time by subtracting the body motion durations from the total experiment time. We note that if a patient moves twice within a short period, it is likely that she was awake for the whole duration between the movements. Thus, for the purposes of computing the sleep time, we combine any body movements that occur within a ten-minute period into a single awake duration.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement ApneaApp as a third party Android app that does not require rooting the smartphone. ApneaApp plays frequency-modulated samples on the phone speaker and continuously record the raw samples from the microphone.

To understand the smartphone capabilities necessary to accurately assess sleep apnea, we experiment with four different Android phones: Samsung Galaxy S4, Samsung Galaxy S5, HTC One, and Galaxy Nexus. To operate ApneaApp the phone requires the ability to transmit and receive audio signals in the 18-20 kHz range from the speaker and microphone respectively. Table 1 shows that all the tested smartphones satisfy this requirement.

Another critical requirement is a stable amplitude at the microphone. This is important since our algorithm leverages amplitude changes to detect sleep apnea events. Our experiments reveal that, across all the tested smartphones, when the co-located microphone-speaker pair concurrently transmit and receive signals, the amplitude at the microphone experiences unpredictable variations. This happens because of a feedback loop between the co-located microphone and speaker and can result in sleep apnea misclassifications.

To address this issue, we leverage that many smartphones today come with an additional microphone that is not co-located with the speaker. Our results show that using this microphone eliminates any unintended interaction with the phone speaker. This means that smartphones that do not have this additional microphone, such as the Galaxy Nexus, cannot be used to accurately detect sleep apnea events with ApneaApp. Note, however, that the measurement of breathing frequency is not affected by this feedback loop and hence ApneaApp can still be used to track the breathing frequency on Galaxy Nexus phones.

5. CLINICAL STUDY

We conducted a clinical sleep study with 37 patients (17 female and 20 male) between ages of 23-93 (mean: 50) for a total of 296 hours and compare the results from ApneaApp with the PSG study reports. The study was conducted at the sleep laboratory in the UW Medicine Sleep Center at Harborview.

Participants. The patients who participated in our study were examined by a sleep physician for common sleep disorders like excessive snoring or daytime fatigue and prescribed to undergo the in-laboratory polysomnography (PSG) study. The sleep lab is equipped to conduct PSG studies for a maximum of eleven patients per night; we randomly choose up to five subjects per night for our study. We do not screen patients based on their gender, race or national origin, but only consider adults. The patients who participated in our study were not provided any monetary benefits. We note two key points: First, our participant group included both patients undergoing the regular PSG study to diagnose sleep apnea as well as those undergoing the CPAP treatment [27] after being diagnosed positive for sleep apnea. Second, out of the 38 patients we approached, 37 consented to participate in our sleep study. Further,
there was significant interest amongst them in using a smartphone instead of the existing PSG procedure to diagnose their sleep illness.

**Protocols.** In clinical PSG studies, the sleep lab technician assigns each patient a separate room furnished with an adjustable king size bed. Each room is also fitted with a camera to get a visual log of the patient. Polysomnography was performed as follows according to American Academy of Sleep Medicine criteria: Electro-encephalographic electrodes were positioned at two frontal (F7, F8), two central (C3, C4), and two occipital (O1, O2) locations (International 10-20 system of measurement) and were referenced to the contralateral mastoids. Chin electromyogram and right and left electrocologram electrodes were also applied. Airflow was measured using a nasal pressure cannula placed in the nose and a thermistor placed in the nose and over the mouth, allowing differentiation between nasal and oral breathing. Chest and abdominal respiratory effort were assessed by piezo respiratory-effort bands placed around the chest and abdomen, and snoring with a small microphone sensor placed at the side just lateral to the trachea (Pro-Tech Services, Inc., Mukilteo, WA). Oxygen saturation was measured from the index finger via pulse oximetry (Nellcor, Pleasanton, CA). Bilateral electromyogram electrodes were placed on the anterior tibialis muscle to monitor leg movements. After fitting the sensors, the technician performs bio-calibrations by asking the patient to do specific activities like leg motion, snoring and breathing exercises and ensure that the sensors are properly attached.

The procedures for our ApneaApp study occur concurrently with existing PSG protocols. Specifically, as the sleep technician attaches sensors to the patient, the first author places a Samsung Galaxy S4 smartphone running ApneaApp at the other end of the bed. The position and the orientation of the phone vary across patients depending on their sleep habits. For example, some patients prefer to surround themselves with pillows in which case the phone is placed behind the pillows at a farther distance. The distance of the phone from the patient varies between 0.3 and 0.7 meters. We leave the room and return in the morning to collect the smartphones at the sleep lab. The phone is plugged in throughout the study. The above procedures were reviewed and approved by the UW Human Subjects Division.

**Data Processing.** The data from the clinical PSG study is sent to a third-party entity that scores the sensor data and provides the number of central and obstructive apneas, and hypopneas. Currently, a trained sleep technician manually performs the above scoring process resulting in a minimum delay of three days to obtain the scored data. Specifically, obstructive apneas, hypopneas, and central apneas were scored by the technician as follows: Obstructive apneas were defined by at least a 90% reduction in the pressure-flow signal with corresponding respiratory effort; central apneas were defined by at least a 90% reduction in pressure-flow signal without respiratory effort; and hypopneas were defined as a greater than 30% reduction in amplitude in pressure-flow signal lasting at least 10 seconds with an associated 4% oxygen desaturation.

To process the sonar data collected using ApneaApp, we run the algorithm described in [32]. The scored ground truth data per patient from the PSG study is more than 1 GB. Thus, we compare it with ApneaApp’s signals using Matlab.

5.1 Sleep Apnea Detection Accuracy

The key metric used for sleep apnea diagnosis is the Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI), which represents the average rate at which apnea and hypopnea events occur during the sleep duration. To compute this, as described in [2], we need to estimate the number of central, obstructive and hypopnea events as well as the total sleep time. In this section, we evaluate ApneaApp’s effectiveness in estimating these parameters.

**Accuracy of apnea events.** First we examine ApneaApp’s effectiveness in computing the number of central apnea, hypopnea, and obstructive apnea events. We compare the number of apnea events computed by our algorithm described in [32] with the baseline numbers provided by the PSG study. Figs. 8(a)-(c) show the scatter plots for central, obstructive and hypopnea events. The 45-degree line denotes the ideal scenario when our estimates match the baseline.

The plots show that the number of apnea events detected by ApneaApp is highly correlated with the PSG test. Specifically, the in-
terclass correlation coefficient (ICC)\(^6\) between ApneaApp and PSG is 0.9957, 0.9533 and 0.9860 for central apnea, hypopnea and obstructive apnea respectively. We further note the following.

- Amongst the apneas, the number of central apnea events computed by ApneaApp has the highest correlation (ICC=0.9957). This is because a central apnea event is detected as the absence of chest motion; this can be done accurately using the algorithm in \(\text{[32]}\).
- The number of hypopneas has a lower correlation coefficient (ICC=0.9533). The key reason for this is that hypopneas are detected when the amplitude of the breathing motion reduces by more than a threshold. Thus, small errors near this threshold can result in misclassifications. We note that in the PSG study, the technicians mark the hypopnea events manually by ball parking the 30% threshold; this introduces a number of misclassified hypopnea events in the ground truth data itself. We also note that the error due to the lack of oxygen desaturation information in the case of ApneaApp was negligible.
- ApneaApp can accurately compute the number of obstructive apneas by monitoring the chest movements alone (ICC=0.9860), without a nasal pressure transducer that can directly monitor airflow. Analyzing the misclassifications further reveals that ApneaApp misses obstructive apnea events where the airflow is obstructed for a very small duration (10-15s). This is expected because such events might result in less noticeable changes in the breathing effort/movements but would be noticeable at the nasal pressure transducer signal used in the PSG test.

Body Movements and Sleep Time Estimation. To compute AHI, we need to measure the total sleep time. In the clinical PSG study, the staging step in the scoring process calculates the total sleep time using the brain activity (EEG) information. Since ApneaApp does not have the brain activity data, it measures the sleep time indirectly using body movements: the absence of body movements is used as an indicator that the patient is asleep. We evaluate ApneaApp’s accuracy first in detecting non-breathing body movements and then in estimating the sleep time.

(ii) Body Motion Detection Accuracy. ApneaApp detects non-breathing body movements using abrupt changes in the periodicity of the breathing movements (see \(\text{[32]}\)). To evaluate this, we use the body motion sensor data from the PSG study as the ground truth. Every 30 second epoch in the PSG data is annotated with the movement information; we consider each of these epochs as an event. We count a false positive when a body movement is detected by ApneaApp in the absence of one and a false negative when ApneaApp does not detect a body movement that is present in the PSG data.

### Table 2—Detecting Body Motion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>False Positives</th>
<th>False Negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0023% ((\text{# per min}))</td>
<td>0.0336% ((\text{# per min}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the number of false positive and false negatives across the 37 patients. The results show that ApneaApp can accurately detect 1238 of the 1281 body movement epochs. Further, ApneaApp misclassifies only 59 epochs as body movements across all the 37 patients. This is expected because body movements create significant changes to the reflected signal and hence can be easily distinguished from breathing movements. Thus we conclude that ApneaApp can accurately detect body movements without the need for placing sensors on the human body.

(ii) Sleep Time Estimation Accuracy. ApneaApp computes sleep time by subtracting the total duration of body movements from the total experiment time. Next, we evaluate how well this correlates with the sleep time estimated in the PSG study using the brain activity (EEG sensors). Fig. 9 plots the total sleep time computed from both ApneaApp and the EEG sensor data across the 37 subjects. The plot shows that the mean and median sleep time error is 36 and 27 mins respectively. Further, ApneaApp overestimates the sleep time by an hour for six patients. This happens because these patients woke up in the middle of the night and lie on the bed without any movements while trying to fall asleep. ApneaApp’s sleep time accuracies are however sufficient for the purposes of diagnosing sleep apnea. We also note that in practice patients could provide direct feedback about these unusually long awake periods to improve our estimation further.

### Figure 9—Sleep Time Estimation Error

![Figure 9](image)

The figure shows the comparison of sleep time estimated using body movements (ApneaApp) and brain activity (EEG data). The mean and median error is 36 and 27 mins. ApneaApp tends to overestimate the sleep time for patients who wake up and lie on the bed without any movements while trying to fall asleep. ApneaApp’s sleep time accuracies are however sufficient for the purposes of diagnosing sleep apnea. We also note that in practice patients could provide direct feedback about these unusually long awake periods to improve our estimation further.

Accuracy of AHI estimation. Finally, we evaluate how well ApneaApp can compute the apnea-hypopnea index and diagnose sleep apnea. The results are as follows:

- Fig. 10 plots a scatter plot of the AHI values computed by ApneaApp versus PSG for the 37 patients. The figure shows that the AHI values are highly correlated between ApneaApp and PSG with an interclass correlation coefficient of 0.9816. Further, the average error in computing AHI is 1.9 events/hr. Larger errors tend to happen at higher AHI values where the diagnosis is fortunately more tolerant to large errors, i.e., the diagnosis is the same whether the AHI is 40 or 50.

- Fig. 11 shows the confusion matrix of the sleep apnea levels diagnosed by ApneaApp with thresholds of 5, 15, and 30. The ta-
Figure 10—Scatter-plot of the AHI Values. The mean error in the AHI values computed between PSG and ApneaApp is 1.9. Larger errors typically happen at higher AHIs where the diagnosis is fortunately more tolerant to large error, i.e., the diagnosis is the same whether the AHI is 40 or 50.

Figure 11—Confusion Matrix of the Sleep Apnea Levels. We accurately classify 32 out of 37 patients between four sleep apnea levels. The five misclassifications occur between no-apnea and mild-apnea; four of them happen right at the boundary between the two levels with an error less than 1 event/hr. These boundary cases are handled separately by physicians depending on the patient preferences, symptoms, and insurance, effectively reducing the number of misclassifications to one.

- For four of the five misclassified patients, the AHI values are in the 4.5-5.5 range centered at the threshold between no-apnea and mild-apnea. These boundary cases are handled separately by physicians depending on the patient preferences, symptoms, and insurance, effectively reducing the number of misclassifications to one.

6. MICROBENCHMARKS

We run experiments with five participants (ages 24–25) in a home bedroom environment to evaluate the effects of various parameters such as orientation, position and distance. The bedroom is next to a major street with significant foot and vehicular traffic. Since we cannot imitate the sleep apnea events where the chest motion experiences amplitude variations, in these set of experiments we use the coarse-grained breathing frequency as a proxy to understand the effects of the various parameters. To obtain the ground truth data for the breathing frequency, we use a Vernier respiratory belt worn at the abdomen level.

6.1 Effect of Phone Distance, Orientation and Position

We first evaluate the effect of the phone distance, orientation and position on the breathing frequency accuracies.

Effect of the phone’s distance. We place the phone on the left side of the subject sleeping in the supine position. In each trial, we monitor the breathing frequency over a three-minute duration after which the subject is asked to get out of the bed. For each distance value, we perform five trials for a total of ten minutes per location. We measure the accuracy of the breathing frequency estimated by ApneaApp versus the Vernier respiratory belt and plot the results in Fig. 12. The figure shows that:

- The breathing frequency accuracy is as high as 99.90% at distances up to one meter. We note that these accuracies are much higher than those observed for sleep apnea. This is because, as
described in §4, the breathing frequency on the phone is relatively stable compared to the amplitude variations that are necessary for detecting sleep apnea events.

- As the distance increases beyond a meter, the accuracies decrease. This is because the strength of the reflections due to breathing reduces with distance, making the breathing signal noisy. The one-meter range is, however, large enough to enable contactless breath monitoring that is non-intrusive, as demonstrated in our clinical study. It also limits the negative effects of environmental changes farther away than a meter on ApneaApp’s accuracies.

- The accuracies are unaffected by audible noise in the environment from the vehicular and foot traffic on the street. Introducing human conversations in the vicinity of the experiments also does not affect these accuracies. This is because, we use a high-pass filter to filter out audible signals below 18 kHz.

**Effect of the phone’s orientation.** We place the phone 20 cm away and to the left of the subject. We then rotate the phone and compute the accuracies for each phone orientation. As before, for each trial, we perform five experiments for a total of 10 minutes per phone orientation. Fig. 12 plots the results as a function of the phone’s orientation. We observe that the accuracies remain high, demonstrating that during ApneaApp’s operation we do not need to fix the phone orientation.

**Effect of the phone’s position.** Next, we experiment with the phone at different positions around the subject. Specifically we place the phone is four different positions — near the head, near the legs, and two positions to the left — along a semicircle of radius 40 cm centered at the subject as shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 12 shows that the accuracies are high when the phone is in the left positions and slightly lower when placed near the head and the feet. This is because in the latter positions, the head and the leg effectively block the chest/abdomen motion. We however note that the maximum error is less than 0.13 breaths per minute across all the phone positions.

### 6.2 Effect of Sleeping Position and Blankets

Next, we evaluate the accuracies for different sleeping positions and in the presence of blankets.

**Effect of the subject’s sleeping position.** We consider four different sleeping positions: supine (on the back), prone (on the abdomen), lying on the left, and the right. We place the smartphone at a distance of 20 cm to the left of the subjects and measure the breathing rate accuracies. As before, for each sleep position we monitor the breathing rate over chunks of two minutes for a total of ten minutes. Fig. 14 shows that the average residual error is below 0.16 breaths per minute across all the sleeping positions. We note that the accuracy is lower when the patient is lying with her face down (prone). In this position, we noticed that both the signals from the Vernier belt and ApneaApp experience larger variations. We however note that in our clinical study we track the chest movements throughout the sleep duration where the patient’s sleeping position was not controlled.

**Effect of Blankets.** We use four blankets with thicknesses varying from 2-5 cm. The plot shows that the accuracies are high even when blankets separate the subject from the phone.

**Figure 14**—Effect of sleeping position. The accuracy is lower when the patient is lying with her face down (prone). In this position, both the signals from the Vernier belt and ApneaApp experience larger variations. We however note that in our clinical study we track the chest movements throughout the sleep duration where the patient’s sleeping position was not controlled.

**Figure 15**—Effect of blanket thickness. We use four blankets with thicknesses varying from 2-5 cm. The plot shows that the accuracies are high even when blankets separate the subject from the phone.

**6.3 Breathing Signals from Multiple Subjects**

As discussed in §3.1, the sonar reflections from multiple subject arrive at different times at the microphone. Thus, ApneaApp can simultaneously track breathing movements from more than one sub-

---

**Figure 13**—The various phone positions used for the results in Fig. 12. We experiment with four different positions along a semicircle centered at the subject.
There has been recent interest in the mobile health and wellness community to better understand sleep quality. Wearable sleep sensors such as FitBit [22], WakeMate [14], and Jawbone [5] capture the movements from an accelerometer to sense basic sleep patterns such as hours slept and the number of wakings. Lullaby [26] leverages sensors deployed in the bedroom to understand the effect of environmental factors (e.g., ambient noise and lighting conditions) on sleep quality.

More recent work including Toss-N-Turn and iSleep leverage smartphone sensors as sleep quality detectors [29,19,24]. Specifically, they use accelerometers to detect coarse non-breathing body movements [29,24] and microphones for cough [24] and snoring [24,11]. ApneaApp builds on this foundational work but is complementary to it. We introduce a novel contactless system for smartphones that can track fine-grained chest and abdomen movements due to breathing. We then demonstrate the ability to detect sleep apnea events on smartphones.

Our work is also related to prior work on monitoring physiological signals using wearable sensors [12] including mouthpieces and chest bands [13,7]. Designs such as BodyBeat [34] use custom-built piezoelectric microphones on the body surface to monitor body sounds such as respiration, food intake and laughter. More recent work [36] leverages audible breathing sounds from an ear bud to infer the breathing frequency. The Android app, iBreath [23], combines the audible breathing sounds from a Bluetooth headset with the accelerometer on the phone to detect breathing frequency while running. These systems are very promising for their application domains. For diagnosing sleep apnea, however, we are unaware of clinical-validated research that demonstrates the ability to compute AHI values and detect sleep apnea events using only audible breathing sounds/frequency. In contrast, we propose a novel contactless solution that can monitor the chest movements by actively transmitting FMCW audio signals. We then demonstrate the ability to detect various sleep apnea conditions including obstructive, central, and hypopnea as well as compute the AHI values.

(b) RF-based Breathing Rate Monitors: Prior RF-based approaches [44,37,22] leverage changes in radio signals to estimate the breathing frequency. This includes using a network of 2.4 GHz wireless sensors in the bedroom [31,32] as well as expensive ultra-wideband RF radar systems with 500 MHz to 2 GHz of bandwidth [33,35]. While promising, none of these approaches have been demonstrated to work on off-the-shelf smartphones. We also believe that the sonar approach introduced in this paper is more attractive for two main reasons. First, a microphone that samples at 48 kHz gives a range resolution of 0.7 cm; RF based approaches need Gigahertz of bandwidth to get a similar resolution. Second, the one-meter operational range of our sonar system reduces the effect of environmental movements making it more robust in real world sleep scenarios.

(c) Sleep Apnea Research and Systems: Polysomnography [18] is the standard clinical test for diagnosing sleep apnea in the medical setting. This however is an expensive test that requires attaching various sensors to the patient for the sleep duration. While portable recording systems [25,20] are being developed for use in home settings, they require the attachment of various sensors and most still require a trained technician to setup the system [50].

Mobile phone app developers have also designed questionnaires (e.g., Home Sleep Apnea A-Z [3], Sleep Access [8]) to screen patients for the PSG test. Sleep Apnea Monitor app [16] help users diagnosed with sleep apnea to sleep on their side instead of their back by buzzing when the user moves to their back. It does so by attaching the phone to the person’s leg. Prior research has also explored the feasibility of leveraging snoring and movement information [15,17] to perform screening for PSG. While correlation existing between sleep apnea and snoring, such an approach does not monitor breathing movements and hence cannot identify sleep

Figure 16—Extracting breathing from two subjects. The plot shows that ApneaApp can simultaneously track and monitor the breathing signals from two subjects on the bed. To evaluate this, we monitor the breathing rate from two subjects sleeping in the supine position on the bed. Both the subjects where fitted with the Vernier respiratory strap to record the ground truth. The phone was placed at one side of the bed at a distance of 20 cm from the first subject. We increase the distance between the two subjects at intervals of 20 cm starting at the minimum distance of 20 cm where the two subjects could sleep without overlapping. As before, we repeat the experiments over five trials for a total of 15 minutes at each distance value.

Fig. 16 plots the accuracies for the two subjects as a function of the distance between them. The plots show that ApneaApp can accurately distinguish between breathing signals of subjects even when they are as close as 20 cm from each other. This is expected, because as described in §3.1 our FMCW transmissions can be used to resolve reflections with a greater resolution than 20 cm. The key point, however, is that we can identify and track the breathing signals from more than one subject — a capability that is important for use in the home environment.

6.4 Evaluating ApneaApp’s Audibility

ApneaApp transmits FMCW audio signals in the 18-20 kHz range. To evaluate the audibility of these signals, we ran ApneaApp with 144 subjects: 37 of whom were sleep apnea patients who took part in our clinical study, 50 additional sleep apnea patients not part of our clinical study, and 57 healthy undergraduate subjects who are seniors in the UW CSE department.

None of the 87 sleep patients reported any audible sounds from the phone. Further, the 37 patients who took part in our clinical study had no audibility issues for the eight-hour sleep duration. One of the undergraduates could hear faint sounds when the phone was placed next to his ear and a second undergraduate reported hearing a sound similar to TV static at distances of up to one meter. However 55 of the 57 undergraduate students reported no audible sounds from the phone even when placed right next to the ear. This shows that ApneaApp is inaudible for most adults, which is the target population for ApneaApp.

7. Related Work

Our work is related to prior art in three domains.

(a) Mobile Health and Wellness Systems: There has been recent interest in the mobile health and wellness community to better understand sleep quality. Wearable sleep sensors such as FitBit [22], WakeMate [14], and Jawbone [5] capture the movements from an accelerometer to sense basic sleep patterns such as hours slept and...
apnea events [42, 30]. To address this issue, commercial systems such as Sonomat [30] use embedded sensors in a mattress pad to track the breathing movements and sounds [11, 30]. Our work instead focuses on detecting sleep apnea events by tracking breathing movements on smartphones, without the need for any other sensors.

Finally, medical research has proposed the use of ultrasound imaging, instead of MRI, to measure the tongue volume and width of upper airway [16, 38]. This information has been demonstrated to be helpful in diagnosing obstructive apnea [28]. In contrast to this work, we transform a smartphone into an active sonar system and develop algorithms to extract hypopnea, obstructive apnea, and central apnea information from the sonar signal changes.

8. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We discuss the limitations of our system as well as various opportunities to improve it.

Increasing the AHI estimation accuracies. We design ApneaApp to operate in a home setting without the need for instrumenting the users with sensors. We note however that a clinical PSG test uses a number of sensors that provide physiological information that is not available in our current design. For example, EEG sensors provide the brain activity data that helps accurately find different sleep stages (REM, non-REM, and awake). One could imagine analyzing fine-grained changes in the sonar reflections to find correlations with the sleep stages. Specifically, we plan to explore correlations between physiological parameters such as breathing rate and motion with the various sleep stages.

Similarly, since the PSG test uses cameras to produce a visual log of the patient, the report also summarizes the patient’s sleeping position and the corresponding number of sleep apnea events. We plan to explore the feasibility of using accelerometers to predict these sleeping positions. Another direction is to augment the chest movements from our system with audible audio signals including snoring and evaluate the resulting accuracy improvements. Supplementing our system with these capabilities can improve our accuracies and also provide additional diagnostic information.

Detecting other respiratory-related events. In addition to diagnosing sleep apnea, a PSG test is also used to detect other events such as the respiratory-effort related-arousals (RERAs). These are arousals in the sleep that do not meet the definition of apnea and hypopnea events. A direction worth exploring is to leverage our sonar design with other smartphone sensors to detect these non-sleep apnea conditions.

Extracting other physiological information. In this paper, we focus on extracting the minute chest and abdomen movements due to breathing. We note however that in principle our sonar design can also be used to extract the heart rate without requiring contact with the human body. Prior RF-based radar systems have demonstrated the feasibility of extracting heart rate from radio signals with Gigahertz of bandwidth. While heart rate is not necessary for sleep apnea diagnosis, we plan to use narrowband sonar transmissions on a smartphone and enable contactless heart rate detection, with the goal of better understanding the sleep architecture [40].

9. CONCLUSION

We present a contactless solution that detects sleep apnea events on smartphones. To achieve this, we introduce a novel technique that can track chest and abdomen movements due to breathing on smartphones using FMCW sonar transmissions. We design algorithms to detect central apnea, obstructive apnea, and hypopnea as well as estimate the total sleep time by analyzing the FMCW reflections from the human body. We implement our design on off-the-shelf smartphones and demonstrate the ability to concurrently track breathing movements from multiple subjects. Finally, we present results from a clinical study with 37 patients that demonstrate the feasibility of using our system to accurately compute the number of central, obstructive, and hypopnea events as well as the apnea-hypopnea index.
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